Nursing Orientation with CPPN is general Nursing Orientation

**Week 1, 05/13-05/17** most* of hires will spend 36 in CPPN Nursing Orientation:

- **Mon 05/13**, 1230-1630
- **Tues 05/13 – Fri 05/17**, 08-1630

*OR nurse residency program hires will participate in 36 hours of orientation this week, of which some will be completed in the OR. No OR nurse residency program hires will participate in Week 2 of CPPN Nursing Orientation, your dept leadership will provide your schedule for this week.

NICU nurse residency program hires do not participate in Week 2 of CPPN Nursing Orientation, your dept leadership will provide your schedule for this week.

**Week 2, 05/20-05/23**

Up to 24 hours will be spent in CPPN Nursing Orientation this week between **Mon 05/20 – Thu 05/23**, your department will likely schedule another 12 hours this week. Be aware department-based scheduling could include weekends.

*A detailed schedule will be provided on Mon 05/13*